Name: ____________________________________

Multiple-Step Word Problems

a.

b.

c.

d.

Madison is reading a book that has 232 pages in it.
She read 42 pages over the weekend. Then she read
30 more pages on Monday night. How many pages does
Madison have left to read?

____________________________

Steven bought two boxes of erasers. One box had 24 erasers
in it. The other box had 36 erasers in it. He then gave 18 of his
erasers to his friend. How many erasers did Steven have left?

____________________________

In football, a player scores 6 points for a touchdown and 3
points for a field goal. Sujith's team scored 2 touchdowns
in this week's game. Last week they scored 1 touchdown and
1 field goal. How many points did Sujith's team score in both
games combined?

____________________________

Mia bought a sketch book with 125 blank pages in it. She
tears out 7 bank pages for her friend to draw on. Mia
draws pictures on 64 pages. How many blank pages does
she have left?

____________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Multiple-Step Word Problems

a.

b.

c.

d.

Madison is reading a book that has 232 pages in it.
She read 42 pages over the weekend. Then she read
30 more pages on Monday night. How many pages does
Madison have left to read?

160 pages left

Steven bought two boxes of erasers. One box had 24 erasers
in it. The other box had 36 erasers in it. He then gave 18 of his
erasers to his friend. How many erasers did Steven have left?

42 erasers left

In football, a player scores 6 points for a touchdown and 3
points for a field goal. Sujith's team scored 2 touchdowns
in this week's game. Last week they scored 1 touchdown and
1 field goal. How many points did Sujith's team score in both
games combined?

21 points

Mia bought a sketch book with 125 blank pages in it. She
tears out 7 bank pages for her friend to draw on. Mia
draws pictures on 64 pages. How many blank pages does
she have left?

54 blank pages left
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